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Dianne Crampton is one of North America’s leading authorities 
on authentic team culture. 

She has helped leaders engage and develop loyal employees 
through values-based collaboration and team work since 1987.

The techniques and tools she uses builds teams and team success 
faster than any other group development strategy.

Crampton helps leaders achieve the freedom and peace of mind 
that come with building winning teams that care as much about 
the success of the organization as they do.

Nominated for Inc. Magazine’s Small Business Entrepreneurial 
Awards, she has been speaking to audiences of all kinds for a 
decade. Audiences love her ability to captivate and connect 
through stories and humor.

Winning Teams and Why They Thrive

Winning teams thrive because they want to. Members 
contribute to each other’s success with increased 
productivity, enthusiasm and excellence as natural 
outcomes. They are fiercely loyal and formidable 
competitors capable of seizing top market share—because it 
would be too painful to do anything less…

Left to chance, other teams experience high turnover, 
tons of conflict, low productivity and an ambivalence that 
achieves merely minimum expectations—guaranteed.

.  So what is the secret sauce that makes one team thrive 
and the other not? 

.  What unleashes the power of collaboration and success?

.  What creates loyalty, engagement, and the desire to 
achieve goals consistently with a spark of fun even 
when the task is really tough? 

You Won’t Want to Miss This Talk to Find Outwww.TigersAmongUs.com

Endorsements 

“TIGERS did an awesome retreat with our group! I’ve 
never seen them gel like they did.”

—Chris McCail, AT&T Marketing

“Thank you for the motivating and energetic presentation 
for the Pupil Services Association. I personally gained 
insight from the engaging activities and have also received 
positive responses from many participants.”

 —Marilyn Larson, Meeting Planner  

Cheney, WA Public School District

“Very powerful, potent content that many people never 
think about or are aware of. Extremely important to people 
who want others to work with them effectively.”

   —Shelly Stocker, Meeting Planner, California 
Science Implementation Network

“Many of our elected and appointed city officials have 
expressed interest in having you return for another conference. 
The Association of Idaho Cities would be happy to endorse 
and recommend you and your presentation to others.”

—Jeannine R. Benson, Executive Committee 

Chair

I have not been to a seminar that has kept me this interested 
and helped me learn as much.”

—Stacy Bartlett, Inland Imaging Training 

and Development

“The seminar set straight some team issues we’ve been 
dealing with. I’m going to apply this immediately”

—Rena Doerin, H-Holt

Trust
 Interdependence
Genuineness
Empathy
Risk
Success

TIGERS

Six Principles That Build Collaboration:
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